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There are, in general, two distinct views held concerning 
those Homeric words whose meaning is, for us, unknown or 
conjectural. Some suppose that their original signification 
was known to Homer and his public, but was lost because of 
linguistic changes which took place between the epoch of 
Homer and the historical period of Greek literature. It is 
chiefly the hope of makjng good this loss which has inspired 
the many well-known attempts to explain these words by 
the methods of comparative philology. Others suppose that 
their meaning had already been more or less forgotten when 
the verses of the Uiad and Odyssey were composed.l This 
theory has been suggested often and variously, but always 

I In this study a somewhat specia l distinction will be made in the use of the 
term s s1:gnijicat?:on, meaning, sense. The s1:gn1/i.cation of a word is that which 
it denotes, that is, the definition which would be given it as an entity isolated 
from all contexts. .M eaning refers to the ideas, single or multiple, exact or 
vague, which a word arouses in the mind when used in connection with other 
words. The sense of a word is that particular delimitation of its meaning 
brought about by its repeated use in combination with certain other words, or 
in connection with the expression of certain categories of ideas, or in certain 
form s of literature. Thus to take an example in English : Alexander the Great. 
The significat ion of great is " large in spatial dimension" (Webster); its meaning 
is "eminent or distinguished by rank, power, or moral character" (Webster); 
its sense is-more or less exactly-" King of M acedon, B.e. 336-323." For in 
this phrase, as it is ordinarily used and understood, the adjective does no more 
than specify that it is a certain Alexander who is mentioned. An example of 
the sense of a word determined by its repeated use in connection with the expres
sion of certa in categories of ideas, is the word idea itself, in Greek or English , 
u sed as a term of Platonic philosophy. One example of the sense of a word 
resul t ing from its use in a certain form of literat1:lfe is that possessed in old 
English ballads by 'merry,' or 'greenwood.' 

The importance of these distinctions lies in the fact that, just as the meaning 
of a word replaces its signification, from the point of view of its though t 
content, just so does the sense replace the m eaning. 

Inlilnlii-Imi~ 1II1 
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more. as an impression than as the conclusion of any construc
tive reasoning; and that for a quite natural cause: so long 
as it was believed that the processes of verse-making were the 
same for Homer as for any poet of ancient or modern times 
who wrote an individual style, it was impossible to explain 
reasonably how a poet could have used words which he did 
not understand. The purpose of this paper is to give an 
explanation of how this could really be, based on the concep
tion that the Homeric style is a traditional style, a view which 
I have set forth in my study L' Epitheie traditionnelle dans 
Homer(3 (Paris, 1928). But the present pages will not take 
as the premises of their reasoning the conclusions of that essay. 
Rather I would point out, to begin with, one of the phenomena 
determining our own comprehension, or non-comprehension, 
of the glosses, and then show that this phenomenon, in turn, 
can be understood only in the light of a traditional technique 
of verse-making. 

* * * 
It must be granted that the definition of the gloss given by 

Aristotle (Poetics, 1457b3) is incomplete: "By a regular word 
I mean one which is in common use, by a gloss one which is used 
abroad." 2 For the third alternative is omitted: the word 
which is obsolete in all dialects. Indeed, to all purposes the 
glosses of Attic poetry were for the greater part archaisms. 
Only the . smallest portion of an audience of Aeschylus 
could have known that ctva~ was still employed in Cyprus, 
and Kf>'Ev8os in Arcadia; 3 they must have recognized them as 
words met with in Homer, or in more recent poetry, and felt 
simply that they were no more in common use. The definition 
of Liddell and Scott-" An obsolete or foreign word which needs 
explanation"-is unsatisfactory for the important reason, 
as we shall see, that by far the larger number of words which 
must be classed as glosses certainly needed no explanation. 
What is more, the essential characteristic of the gloss is its 

2 AE-YW OE KVPWV P.EV WL xpwvra, ~Kauro', -YAwrrav OE WL <TEPO', t:JurE ",aVEpov i5n 
Kal -YAwrrav Kal KVPWV ElvaL ouvarov ro alJro, p.~ ro'i~ alJro'i~ OE. 

'Buck, Greek Dialects' § 191. 
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form, and not its" foreign" and so poetic quality, which is a 
consequence of its form. In the following pages I shall use 
the term gloss as signifying an element of vocabulary which has 
either no correspondence, or at best a remote one, with any element 
of vocabulary in the current language of an author's public. 

* * * 
The phenomenon which furnishes the point of departure of 

the present study is simply this: the words in Homer for 'Yhose 
meaning we are in the dark are limited almost entirely to the 
category of ornamental epithets, that is, of adjectives used 
attributively and without reference to the ideas of the sentences 
or the passages where they appear. 

As a result of the direct and substantial nature of Homeric 
thought, finding its expression in a style which rigorously 
avoids abstraction, those words in the Iliad and Odyssey 
which have no correspondents in later Greek, with the excep
tion of those which are ornamental epithets, are usually 
explained by the context. The explanation necessarily varies 
in exactness, according to the word and the circumstances of 
its use, but in only a very few instances does the meaning 
remain obscure. oa~p,' brother-in-law', which is found only in 
Homer, may be taken as an example of the way in which the 
signification of a word is thus revealed. In Z 344 Helen 
addresses Hector: Oo.EP f/tEt:O; and then we have the verses 
spoken by Helen at the funeral of Hector: 

Q 768 ciXX' Et TLs /tE Kat aXXos flit /tE-yapOUJ"LII EIIL7rTO~ 
oaEpwII ~ -yaMwII ~ ElllaTEpwlI fV7rE7rXWII, 
~ EKVP~, 

Typical too is ~UTWP, which appears in Greek only once, in 
Q 272, where Homer relates the preparing of the wagon which 
is to c~rry Priam and the ransom to the camp of the Achaeans: 

Q 270 EK 0' 'fCPEPOII rV-YOOEU/tOIl a/ta rv-yw~ EIIIIEa7rl'/XV. 
Kat TO /tEll EU KaTI;9l'/Kall fV~EUTW~ E7rt pv/tw~, 
7rErl'/~ 'f7r~ 7rPWTl'/~, E7rt Of KpLKOII ~UTOp~ (3o.XXOII, 
TptS 0' EKo.np()EII 'fol'/uall E7r' o/tcpaXoII, aVTo.p f7rELTa 
E~ELl'/S KaTEOl'/Uall, V7rO -yXwxt:lla 0' EKa/tif;all. 



., 
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For ECTTOpt there has been found no nearer correspondepce 
than the doubtful one with Ionic-Attic EPJl.a, and ~CTTa~ glosed 
by Hesychius: 7ntCTCTaAOS KEpanvos; but it is evident that it 
can signify only the yoke-pin.4 

In some cases the context furnishes us with the meaning, 
though not the signification of a word. Certainly such a 
word has a certain quality of vagueness, and so of remoteness, 
which, if anything, must have made it all the more suitable 
to epic style; but nevertheless, in such instances, the meaning 
indicated is usually quite clear. The aorist IiECTa, for instance, 
has no nearer correspondent in Homer than laVCTat, and in 
later Greek than avX~,5 but a single use of the word gives its 

""meanmg: 

7r 366 liJl.a 0' ~EXLWt KaTaovvn 
OV 7rOT' br' ~7rELpov VVKT' IiCTa!-lEv, aAX' EV~ 7rOVTWt 
V1/L (Jo~t 7!"AELoVTES EjJ.L!-IvO!-lEV 'Hw o'iav, 

What is more, this word, used only in the aorist (6 times), is 
invariably joined with VVKTa. That it signify 'resf', 'pass' , or, 
as its possible etymology would suggest, ' stay', can add little 
to our underi;ltanding of the verses where it appears. " Similarly 
there iSE!-I!-Ia7rfws, found only in E 836 and ~ 485, where the 
circums.tances of its use easily and surely furnish some such 
meaning as 'rapidly': 

E 835 "ns cpaJl.EV1/ ~(JEVEAOV !-IfI' a,cp' t7!"7!"WV WCTE XaJl.iitE, 
XEtP~ 7!"aAtV EpvCTaCT', 0 0' lip' EJl.Jl.a7!"fWS a7!"OpOVCTEV" 

~ 484 KaL TOT' E-yWV 'OQVCT~a 7!"POCT1/VOWV E-Y-YVS MVTa 
a-YKwVt vv~as' 0 15' lip' EJl.Jl.a7!"fWS U7!"aKOVCTE' 

Even in such a case as that of a!-lOA-ywL we do not really suffer 
anything from our inability to give a definition. The word is 
found always in the expression (El') VVKTOS aJl.OX-ywL (5 times/which, 
taken as a whole, can only mean' in the dark of night' ; it would 

• See Leaf, Iliad' (London, 1902) , Il, pp. 623 ff. 
• The etymological evidence adduced by the comparative method which will 

be cited in this paper is chiefly from Boisacq, Dictionnaire etymologique de la 
langue grec1ue, H eidelberg, 1923, 
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be difficult to devise a meaning which would be essentially 
different. 

In a very rare number of cases we do find a word other than 
an ornamental epithet which must remain unexplained, for 
example ~JlTU1rcis, found only in Q 163. In this passage the 
poet tells how Iris, arriving at the palace ·of Priam, found the 
household plunged in grief: 

Q 161 7rCltOES P.EJI 7rClTEP' ap.cp~ KCl8~P.EJlOL EJlo08EJI ClliA17s 

MJ(PUULJI EtP.ClT
i 

ECPIJPOJl, /) .0' EJI J.l.EUUOLUL 'YEPClLOS 
EvTIJ7rOS Ev xXClLJl7]L KEKClXIJJ.l.J.l.EJlOS· 

EvTIJ7rG.S, evidently an adverb, has variously found the inter
pretations 'prostrate', 'bowed', 'closely-wrapped', and its 
meaning must remain doubtful. But it is almost ,sure that 
if we had even one other use of the word we could explain it: 
in no case do we find in Homer a word other than an orna
mental epithet which, when used with any frequency, refuses 
to disclose its meaning. 

The situation is only too different in the case of those glosses 
which are ornamental epithets. We are frankly ignorant, in 
spite of the fact that they are often frequently used, of the 
meaning of Cli'Y£XL7rOS (3 times, of cliffs); CltJ.l.OJlCl (once, in the 
phrase CltP.OJlCl (}~P7]s); aKaK7]TCl (twice, of Hermes); aXClXKOJ.l.EJl7]£S 

(twice, of Athene); aXouvoJl7]S (once of Thetis, once of Amphi
trite); aXcp7]uTaWJI (5 times, of mortals); aTplJ'YErOLO (17 times of 
the sea, once of the air); acp~TopoS (once, of Apollo); aJ.l.CPL'YIJ~m 
(11 times, of Hephaestus), etc. There are as many other 
words of the same sort commencing likewise with the vowel 
alpha for which we may, or may not, know the meaning, for 
it is often as difficult in this connection to refute an explana
tion as it is to confirm one. These epithet glosses are used 
ornamentally, and the idea which each expresses has no bear
ing upon the ideas of the sentence or passage where they 
appear. They do not express an e88ential 6 idea and so they 

• For the exact force of the term essential as used here cf. Parry, L' Epithete 
.traditionnelle, p. 16. 
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are not, as are the other parts of speech, an integral part of the 
frame of thought. 

* * * 
We now know the relation, jor us, between the context and 

the meaning of the glosses, and we have made the distinction 
between the glosses which we usually understand and those 
which can be explained only in the degree that they have 
some correspondence with other words in Homer or in later 
Greek; these latter will from now on be referred to as ornament 
glosses. But as yet no attempt has been made to decide 
whether, or to what extent, Homer was here in the same 
position as ourselves. Accordingly we shall first consider the 
possible conditions under which he might have understood the 
ornament glosses and then, if these are unacceptable, see how 
the explanation that he did not know their signification, or 
their original meaning, accords with what we know from 
other sources concerning the traditional character of the epic 
language and diction. 

If the poet (or the poets) of the Iliad and Odyssey knew the 
true signification of the ornament glosses, without having 
access to any traditional or recorded explanation, we shall be 
forced to make the date of composition of the poems go back 
to a time so ancient that it will find, certainly, no serious 
support. For we shall thus be obliged to suppose that the 
elements of vocabulary which make up the ornament glosses. 
were then in current use in the spoken language, so that poet 
and public understood j.lEplnrwlI, for instance, with the same 
facility as an audience of Pindar or Aeschylus understood 
any of the epithets of these poets. The thought may occur to 
some that we might be able to show linguistically that certain 
ornament glosses were formed in an earlier period of the lan
guage, but it is doubtful if we may hope to prove very much 
in this way. Such epithets as j.lWIIVXES, 1I~'YPE'TOS, IIr"A~s, or those 
containing an AeoIic element, as ra'TpEcpEWII, raBEo,O'" EpL'T]pos, 

Ep,aVXEIIES, etc., furnish no conclusive evidence, since their 
meaning is sufficiently indicated either by corresponding 
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elements in Homer, or by the meaning of the nouns with which 
they are joined. (This latter is the sole manner in which the 
context may help explain an ornamental epithet.) Such 
interpretations as oLaKTopos, 'Giver' (OLa + KTEpas), or ap'YEL
CPOPTT/S, 'of gleaming rays' (which M. Berard seems to accept 
as originating with some Chaldean conception of Hermes as 
the planet),7 and the like, are at the best doubtful. And even 
if the formation from ancient elements of vocabulary were 
proved in the case of certain ornament glosses, it would have 
only a proportionate bearing on the others. Without speaking 
of the limitations, in this connection, of the comparative 
method,8 we lack almost altogether the two basic elements of 
the proof, by specific linguistic evidence, of the date when the 
ornament glosses were formed: the date of the poems and the 
sure signification of even a few of those ornament glosses 
which have no correspondences in Homeric or later Greek. 

The answer to the question must be based upon our general 
estimation of the rapidity with which the Ionic dialect could 
have changed. Can we suppose that the time which elapsed 
between the period of Homer and that of Archilochus, of 
Theognis, even of Herodotus, to name periods for which we 
have a progressively increasing knowledge of Ionic vocabulary, 
is sufficient to justify the differences of phonology and vocabu
lary which make it impossible to explain so large a part of the 
Homeric vocabulary by corresponding elements in Greek of 
the historical period? The words in Archilochus and Theognis 
(with the exception of those imitated from the epos) for which 
we are unable to find corresponding elements in Ionic or Attic 
prose are few or none. Unless, then, we wish to suppose, for the 
spoken Greek of Ionia between the period of Homer and 
historical times, an acceleration of linguistic change un
paralleled elsewhere in the domain of Greek dialects, to what 
great antiquity must we assign Homer if we would suppose 

7 Introduction a l'Odyssee (Paris, 1924), I, p. 202. 
8 Cf. Meillet, Apercu d'une histoire de la lanoue grecque 1 (Paris, 1920), 

p.40. 
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that he naturally understood the ornament 'glosses, explaining 
them by corresponding elements of current speech? This' 
antiquity it is easy and necessary to accept for his language, 
but difficult to believe in for himself. And even if we were to 
grant this very great antiquity of the poet and to accept an 
explanation of very rapid linguistic change, we should have 
shown only how Homer might have understood those ornament 
:glosses which were Ionic. He could not, under any circum
:stances, have understood without some written or traditional 
explanation the non-Ionic elements of vocabulary found in 
these words. Yet knowing as we now do, by the linguistic 
evidence, that the epos, with its language and style, was 
Aeolic before it became Ionic, and possibly Achaean before 
that, it would be rash to claim that the ornament glosses were 
exclusively Ionic. 

I t is important in this connection to make the following 
observation: with the exception of the ornament glosses there 
is no difficulty raised by supposing that the spoken language of 
Homer was substantially the same as that of Herodotus. 
Homer would have understood with a perfectly sufficient 
accuracy the meaning of the glosses which are not ornamental 
epithets, learning them, as we do, from the context, but better 
than we can, for he would have seen them used infinitely more 
frequently and more variedly. This process of learning the 
meaning from the context is indeed the very thing we constate 
so abundantly at other periods in the case of those Homeric 
(or more exactly epic) glosses which we find in the verses of 
later poets. The list of epic-tragic and epic-poetic words 
which have no corresponding elements in styles more closely 
related to the spoken language is long: ~TOP (Sim., Pind., 
Aesch.), (JVEAAa (Aesch., Soph.), (JVOIJKOOS (Eur.) P.o.P7rTW (Archil., 
Pind., Aesch., Soph., Eur., Ar., Anth. Pal.), p.aTEvw (Pind., 
Soph., Aesch., Ar., Theocr.), IJ(3PLP.OS (pind., Aesch., Eur.), etc., 
etc. A striking example is furnished by the adoption by 
later poets of words containing the ancient glossic element 
J/11-: J/l1P.EPT~S (Aesch., Soph., Ap. Rh.), J/~J/EP.OS (Aesch., Eur., Ar. 
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and once even in Aristotle and Plutarch), IIri}.e1]s (pind., Aesch., 
Soph., Eur., Epigr. Gr.), etc. 

* * * 
There is a second way in which one might explain how 

Homer knew the true signification of the ornament glosses: 
it could have been handed down in writing, or as an oral 
tradition, by the corporation of Singers. But there is not the 
slightest evidence in the scholia or in any ancient writer which 
would confirm such an explanation, improbable enough in 
itself. Accordingly if there had been such a tradition it was 
completely lost between the time of Homer and the beginnings 
of critical study of Homeric language, which we find already 
developed in the fifth century.9 This is the sort of theory 
to which one would resort only when all othe.r explanations 
had failed. 

It is not yet definitely established to what extent the diction 
of Homer, taken as a whole, is formulaic and traditional. 
The complexity of the ideas of the epos, and the comparatively 
small amount of poetry which we possess, render impossible 
the complete analysis of a technique of composition which must 
be as varied as the thought it is designed to express. Only in 
the case of the ornamental epithets does an abundance of 
material render possible a quantitative analysis which indicates 
that they are probably all traditional,1° 

The ornamental epithet is always a fixed epithet, for its 
quality of ornaInent derives solely from. the fact that it has 
been used repeatedly in conjunction with a certain noun and 
without reference to the thought of the sentence where it 
appears.u This repeafed use is determined chiefly by the 
factor of metrical convenience; for the fixed epithet plays an 
important part in the traditional technique of epic compos i-

9 As is indicated by the fragment of Aristophanes (222 Hall). 
10 Parry. op. cit. pp. 99 ff. 
11 lb. pp. 156 it. 
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tion which Homer followed: it combines with the noun to form 
a noun-epithet formula of a certain metrical value.12 The 
uses of noun-epithet formulae are varied and many, but their 
common utility lies in the fact that they fill exactly a certain 
portion of the verse where the noun, or its synonym, would 
not fit. The tec~nique of the use of the fixed epithet as we 
find it in Homer reveals plainly an ancient and intense develop
ment. In those cases where the importance of a word, or of a 
category of words, has brought about its use frequently, and 
in different combinations of words, we find that the noun
epithet formulae constitute systems characterized by a great 
complexity and by a strict economy,l3 For example, in the 

. case of the 37 most important characters of the Iliad and 
OdiJ8~ey we find that each has a noun-epithet formula which 

. fills the hexameter exactly between the feminine caesura and 
the verse end ('lroMT Xas o'ios 'OOV(UJEUS (38 times), O,G.KTOPOS 

'AP,,{WPOIlTTfS, etc.): in the number of such formulae lies the com
plexity of the system. On the other hand we find for these 37 
characters only forty different formulae of the measure jn 
question; that is to say, in the case of 33 of them, no matter 
how often they may be mentioned, the poet uses only one 
formula which fills the verse between the feminine caesura 
and the verse end: in this lack of formulae which could replace 
one another lies the economy of the system. It is this char
acter of the system which is the proof of its integral antiquity. 
Such a system could not be the work of a single poet: it must 
represent the effort of generations of Singers, ever seeking and 
ever guarding the convenient expression, and using it when 
found, to the exclusion of all other formulae which could replace 
it. This system of noun-epithet formulae of the characters, in 
the nominative, faIling between the feminine caesura and the 
verse end, is only one of the many which go to make up the 
technique of the use of the fixed epithet in the traditional 

12 lb. pp. 11 If. and 50-51. 
18 " Par une grande extension et par une grande simplicite," ib. p . 7, ef. pp. 

20-23. 
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style: a complete description of this technique must neces
sarily be as long as the technique is complex.14 

Now when one has seized the conception ola traditional 
and formulaic technique of verse-making, the presence of the 
ornament glosses in Homer has been explained. The epic 
poets over the generations guarded those words which, though 
they had passed from current usage, were yet metrically con
venient, or, to be exact, were now metrically indispensable. 
Certainly the fact that these old words had a special poetic
quality must not be neglected; it was one of the factors making
their survival possible, but this semantic consideration is domi
nated by that of metrical convenience, as is p'roved by the 
economy of the formulaic systems. WOe can well see, in t~e 
case of the noun-epithet formulae, how deeply rooted ~as the 
tendency to preserve the gloss for its metrical convenience. 
Evpvo7ra is an epithet of much-discussed meaning, of an Aeolic 
ending. It is always joined in Homer with Z~vs, to form the 
formula ~vpvo7ra Z~VS which fills the hexameter between the- I 
bucolic diaeresis and the verse end (14 times), as does J.l1/T£~Ta_ ! 
(J.l1/T£~Ta Z~vs, 18 times), a word somewhat clearer in meaning,_\ 
but also Aeolic in form. The two formulae differ by the very 
important element of the initial sound; in no case could they , 
replace each other; and we find in the Iliad and Odyssey no 
other noun-epithet formula which could replace either. The 
number -of cases where one or the other of the formulae 
has helped the poet to complete his verse indicates their
usefulness. Imagine, then, a poet who, dissatisfied with the
ancient formula, wished to abandon it (this first supposition is 
difficult in itself). Not only would he have to renounce a 
traditional word consecrated by usage; he would, which is more
tangible, be obliged to find an epithet of the same metrical 
value, that of a first paeon, and beginning and ending with the
same metrical element. But in no case could he find in 
Ionic a~ epithet ending, in the masculine nominative, with a 
short vowel. Nor can ZEVS be placed first, after the bucolic, 

.. lb. pp. 23-24. 
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diaeresis, since its initial consonant would necessarily make 
position, and might occasion the serious fault of over
lengthening. IS It cannot be asserted that it would be impos
sible to create in Ionic, for the king of the gods, other noun
epithet formulae of the metrical values of ~vp{J07ra Z~vs and 
!J.7JTl~Ta Z~vs; but such formulae must be paraphrases. 16 And 
then too what immeasurable difficulty there would be in finding 
an expression which would equal ~vpvo7ra or !J.7JTlETa in the 
quality of (J~!J.1I6T7JS. Thus !J.7JTl~Ta, an Aeolic form, and ~vpvo7ra, 
an ornament gloss, survivedY 

* * * 
Did Homer, then, accept blindly, as an unchangeable part of 

the traditional style which he inherited, a large number of 
words concerning whose meaning he was completely ignorant? 
We have seen that in the case of the other glosses he was 
instructed by the context, but that this source of knowledge 
is barren for the ornament glosses. 

It may be considered as certain that Homer thought he 
understood the ornament glosses: it is not possible that as an 
aOL/lOs, as an homme de metier, he should not have had some 
explanation for each one of them. But his method of explain
ing them must have been radically different from that which 
has been followed in the etymological studies which in the 
last fifty years have been inspired by the perfection _ of the 
comparative method. For Homer, if we are to assign him to 
a point of time anywhere near the historical period of Greek 
literature, can only have explained the words in question by 
associations, however far-fetched, with words of which he 
knew the signification. His etymological science, for such it 
may be called, must have been dominated at every point by 
the principle of analogy; it is very doubtful if the conception 

11 lb. p . 52. 
1'lb. pp. 72 and 93-94. 
17 For the analysis of similar cases where the poet was, to all purposes, obliged 

to retain the ancient formula, see Parry, Les jar-mules et la 'l'l'lAtrique d'Homere, 
Paris, 1928, pp. 45 If. 
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of phonetic alteration could have entered into it at all. The 
ancients explained JLWJlVXES as formed by haplology from p.{)JIOS 

and ()JlV~; Homer must have understood the word similarly. 
The fact that the word probably had an earlier form * CTfJ.WJlV~, 
* CTJL-being the reduced form of LE. * CTEJL-' one', can have 
had no bearing on his comprehension of the epithet. For 
lOP.WPOL, an epithet of the Argives used in ..1 242 and Z 479, 
the scholiast gives the explanation" famed for their arrows," 
a signification which certain moderns would deny because 
the initial vowel of los,' arrow,' is long. It is possible that this 
difference of quantity would prove the falsity of the scholiast's 
explanation as giving the original signification, but such must 
in all probability have been Homer's comprehension of the 
word, based on an association with the ideas found in ~'YxEuLJLwpoS 
and i/}o..aKOJLWpoS. In his discussion of the epithet lOEJlTa, a 
hapax joined in 'It 850 with uLo7JPoJl, Boisacq has done well to 
approve the derivation from tOJl, 'violet,' rather than to 
attempt, like Fick, to fi~d a meaning 'subject to rust' (how 
inappropriately!) based on Sanskrit and Latin forms signifying 
'poisonous.' Likewise oLaKTopos must have been- associated 
with ii'Yw rather than with KTEpas. ap'YwpOJlT7Js was probably 
the 'slayer of Argos,' though it might also have been given 
the other explanation which is furnished by the scholia: 
ap'Yos Kat Ka8apos cpOJlov. It is evident that what we need here, in 
order to reconstruct the meaning which Homer gave to the 
ornament glosses, is not a rigid science of etymology, but a 
working out of the popular method. 

* * * 
And yet one would err seriously were he to consider that 

the epic poet gave to the ornament glosses a sense similar to 
that which he gave to words embodying a part of the essential 
thought. The characteristic sense of the ornamental epithet 
differs profoundly from that of the words which carry ahead 
the movement of the poem; for the ornamental epithet does 
not have an independent existence. It is one with its noun, 
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with which it has become fused by repeated use, and the 
resulting noun-epithet formula constitutes a thought unit 
differing from that of the simple noun only by an added 
quality of epic nobility.ls The meaning of the fixed epithet ' 
has thus a reduced importance: it is used inattentively by 
the poet, and heard by the auditor in a like manner; it is a 
familiar word on which the mind need not dwell, since its idea 
has no bearing upon that of the sentence. It is this circum
stance of the indifference of the auditor to the signification of 
the epithet which explains how the poet has often come to use 
it irrationally (cpaEL1I~1I ••• (JEM1IT/1I, e 555, aj.dJJ.I,01los Al'YLu8oLO, 

a 29) j 19 how he can allow himself to use it invariably under 
certain conditions (the type-hemistich T01l 0' 7]J.I,El{3ET' E11"ELTa, 
in 251 cases out of 254, is completed by a noun-epithet formula 
filling the rest of the verse) j 20 how he can use it dispropor
tionately with certain nouns in certain grammatical cases 
(Odysseus is OLOS 99 times in the nominative, and only once 
in an oblique case); how the poet can repeatedly use epithets 
of vague connotation (oaLcppw1I, J.l,E'Y0'8vJ.I,os); and finally, in the 
case of the present problem, how he can use as epithets words 
which are comprehended only by more or less distant associa
tions with other words, and to which he is often forced to 
attach a meaning very remote from the main current of his 
thought. The meaning' abandoned even by goats,' which was 
probably given to al'Y,XL11"OS, 'ox-eyed' for {30W11"LS, 'slayer of 
Argos' for 0'P'YELCP01lT'T'JS, when used in the Iliad or Odyssey 
led the mind far from the path where it was closely following 
the rapid movement of the story. It is not that this quality 
of remoteness is exclusive to the ornament glosses; many other 
epithets of certain meaning possess it equallY-11"ooapK'T'JS of 
Achilles, XEVKWXE1IOS of Hera, 1IECPEX'T'J'YEpEra of Zeus. But this 
inattentiveness of the auditor for the meaning of all orna
mental epithets allows him to pass rapidly over the ornament 
glosses, feeling in them only an element which ennobles the 

18 Parry, L'Epith. trad. pp. 156 ff. 
19 lb. pp. 150 ff. 
20 lb. pp. 17 and 172 ff. 
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heroic style. They are words, it is true, for whose compre
hension he must perform an etymological exercise of the mind; 
if he would realize their meaning as he hears them in a 
Singer's verses, he must turn his thought aside for them. 
But his familiarity with them, his habit of hearing them joined 
with certain nouns, absolves him from doing this: they are 
remote words, and he accepts them as such. He is fully alive 
to their sense, but scarcely heedful of their meaning. And so 
we come to Aristotle: "Thus one's style should be unlike that 
of ordinary language, for if it has the quality of remoteness.it 
will cause wonder, and wonder is pleasant." 21 

21 Rhet. 1404bl0. 1;'0 8., "-Ol.'V ~EV'7V Tr,V 81aXEKTOV· 8a.VP.a.<TTa.! 'Yap TWV 

.6.,,-OVTWv E[<Tiv [iivOpw,,-oll, r,8v 8E TO 8a.VP.a.<TTOV E<TTlV. 


